
1. Suppose that C € Cnx'is invertible and the set S : {*t,...,wr} C C" is linearly
independent. Prove that C^9 :: {Cw1,.. . , Cwr} C C" is linearly independent.

2. Let A € C*'n, with m ) n. Prove that AHA is invertible if and only if A has full
rank.

3. Use the (complex) Schur normal form (Schur factorization theorem) to prove the
(complex) spectral decomposition theorem.

Spectral Decomposition Theorem: Let A € Cil;|. There exist matrices D :
diag(,\1,..., ),) € Rnxn arrd U € Cnxn unitary such that

AU: UD .

Moreover, o(A) : {)r,.. ., ),,} C lR, and A has a full orthonormal set of n eigen-
vectors.

4. Let u, v € C' and set A :: I + uvH € Cnxn.

(a) Suppose A is invertible. Prove that A-1 : l, * ouvE, for some a e C. Give
an expression for a.

(b) For what u and v is A singular?

(c) Suppose A is sirrgular. What is the null space of A, N(A) in this case?

5. Use the following version of SVD in this problem.

Singular Value Decomposition Theorem: Let A e C**n, and define s ::
min{rn, n}. There exist unitary matrices U € Crnx?n, V € C'x' and a diagonal
matrix I e IR.-x' such that

A: UIVH .

Moreover, the diagonal entries of L, o6r: lf]r,,;, | < i < s (called the singular
values of A), may be ordered so that oy ) o2

forsome0(r(s.
(a) Let A, B e C'*' be unitarily equivalent. Prove that they have the same

singular values.

(b) Prove that rank(A) : 
".

(c) Provethat R(A) : sparl{tt,...,ur}, whereu1,...,tl?n aretheorderedcolumns
of U.



(d) Prove that,A/(A) : sparl{t'*r,...,v'}, where Vl;...,vn are the ordered
columns of V.

(e) Prove that the non-zero singular values of A are equal to the square roots of
the non-zero eigenvalues of AHA or AAH. These last two matrices trave the
same non-zero eigenvalues.

(f) If A € CftXl, prove that the sirrgular values are the absoiute values of the
eigenvalues of A.

6.Let A € C'*'. Prove that A is HPD if and onlyif A: BsB, where B € C'*'
is invertible. (Hint for one of the directions, you rlray assume the appropriate
factorization is valid.)

7. LeL F,,"€C, where nt r>s> l.anddefineL(r's) : l/,':'f €C'"n via
L ''J )

( t ir i-j
l,::':1r,." ir 'i:r, j:s

L 0 oLlterwise

(a) Prove 16a1 1('r,")1(rz,s) - L(':,")1('r'") for any n ) 11)> 12) s ) 1.

(b) Prove or clisprove (using a counter example) 1631 1('r'"r) y(rz,sz) - 1(rz,sz)1(rr,sr),

for arbitrary indices that satisfy n ) ro ) so ) 1, a:7,2.
(c) Define 1(s) ': 1(n,s)...1(s+1's), for each 1 { s < n. Show that ttris product is

invertible and find (t-t"l;-t.

(d) Write out the matrix L :- (L(1))-t '' 1Lt'-tl;-t


